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The objective of NASA’s mission InSight (INterior exploration using Seismic
Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport) is to investigate Mars internal structure and
meteorite impact flux. The InSight lander will deploy on Mars surface the seismometer SEIS
(Seismic Experiment of Interior Structure), provided by CNES (Centre National d’Etudes
Spatiales, France). The thermal design of this instrument is driven by the extreme thermal
Martian environment, limited power availability and requirements led by scientific
performance. Based on these constraints, SEIS thermal control is mainly passive and follows
three basic rules: improve insulation, limit heat leaks and maximize thermal inertia. During
winter, this passive system is helped by 1.5W heating power. This paper presents its thermal
design, its mathematical modeling and thermal tests performed by a STM (Structural and
Thermal Model). First of all, a thermal model of the SEIS instrument has been performed
using a nodal approach. This model proposes a detailed modeling of the Martian
environment and pays particular attention to accurate computation of heat leaks. Then, a
complete thermal test has been done on a SEIS STM in CNES facilities, both in vacuum and
7mBar nitrogen conditions (more than 10 phases, 38 days). Steady state and transient data
were collected to allow correlation of SEIS thermal model. This model was used to predict
SEIS thermal performances. These predictions show that SEIS will be maintained within
allowable flight temperatures during flight.
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Seismic Experiment of Interior Structure
Structural and Thermal Model
Thermal Balance Test
Tether Storage Box
Very Broad Band sensor
Vapor Deposit Aluminum
Wind and Thermal Shield

I. Introduction

N March of 2016, NASA will launch the
Martian mission InSight (INterior exploration
using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat
Transport). This mission will investigate the
interior structure and processes of Mars,
relating these to the evolution of other
terrestrial planets. Scientific measurements will
determine the current level of tectonic activity,
meteorite impact flux and reveal processes of
formation of the Martian core and crust.
On the 20th of November 2016, the InSight
lander, based on the Phoenix design, will land
on Mars in the latitude band 3°N to 5°N. It will Figure 1: INSIGHT deployed configuration on Mars
operate for one Martian year (23 earth months). ground
This lander (see Figure 1) is equipped with an
upper panel (science deck) that accommodates the scientific payload (before deployment), antennas and a robotic
arm for instruments deployment. Under the deck, equipment with a limited temperature range are accommodated in
a temperature-controlled box called the warm enclosure. The electrical energy for the lander and payloads is
provided by 2 solar arrays pointed in the East/West direction.
After the Mars landing, the payload is deployed from the science deck to the ground by the robotic arm. This
payload is mainly composed of two instruments: HP3 (Heat flow and Physical Properties Probe) and SEIS (Seismic
Experiment for Interior Structure). The instrument HP3 will allow determining the geothermal heat flux by
penetrating down into the Mars surface to a depth of at least 3 meters. The SEIS instrument will monitor seismic
activity and tidal displacements.
The INSIGHT mission is managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Lockheed Martin provides the lander.
The SEIS instrument is built by Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and its partners, while HP3 is provided
by Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR).
The SEIS instrument (see Figure 2) is mainly
composed of a Sensor Head deployed on the Mars
ground and an electronic box accommodated in
the lander warm enclosure. These 2 elements are
connected electrically by a flat cable (called
tether).
During
launch,
cruise
and
Entry/Descent/Landing (EDL) phases, the tether
is stored in the Tether Storage Box (TSB). This
box is located under the lander and allows the
tether to unwind during the Sensor Head
deployment.
The Sensor Assembly is a very compact
seismometer mainly based on 3 orthogonal Very
Broad Band sensors (VBB). These 3 displacement Figure 2: SEIS instrument overview (without thermal
transducers are accommodated and maintained protections)
under vacuum conditions in a Titanium sphere. The sphere also includes mechanisms dedicated to VBB calibration
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and thermal compensation. The sphere is mounted on 3 mechanical interfaces on a leveling structure (LVL). This
structure insures the initial and periodic instrument leveling by 3 telescopic legs moved by linear actuators. Each
VBB is connected to a Proximity Electronic box (PE) accommodated on the LVL structure. The scientific dataset
provided by VBB sensors are completed by measurements performed by Short Period sensors (SP), also mounted on
the LVL structure. The tether allows connecting each PE and each SP to the electronic box accommodated in the
lander. Moreover, the tether is mounted on the LVL structure with dedicated brackets.
During launch and EDL phases, the Sensor Head is maintained on the science deck by 3 dedicated feet called
cradles. Each of these cradles is equipped with a Frangibolt actuator for instrument release before deployment. SEIS
is mounted on cradles with dampers for shock and vibration isolation. After Frangibolt actuation, the instrument is
deployed by the robotic arm using a grapple hook mounted on the LVL by 3 titanium arms.
This Sensor Head has a mass around 8.5 Kg, and an approximate volume of 300x300x300 mm and with a power
dissipation of about 0.2W in operating mode. In nominal operating mode, this dissipation is relatively constant and
is located on PE and SP (with only a few mW inside the sphere).
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A. Thermal environment on Mars ground
The launch and EDL phases are not driving environments
for the SEIS Sensor Head thermal control. However, as soon as
InSight lands on the Mars surface, the SEIS Sensor Head is
surrounded by a very severe environment composed of Mars
ground, atmosphere, sky and sun. Like on Earth, the sun is the
main driver of the Martian surface behavior with two
timescales, seasonal and daily.
The SEIS Sensor Head thermal control system is designed
considering two extreme cases. The first one leads to the
nighttime minimum ambient temperature (Ls=89°, Ls being the
angular position of Mars in its orbit with Ls=0° the northern
hemisphere spring equinox). The second one leads to the
maximum daytime ambient temperature ( Ls=198°).
Figure 3 presents the sky, ground and atmosphere
temperatures daily profiles computed in these two cases for the
chosen landing site. These values were calculated considering
an appropriate range of environmental parameters conditions
(ground IR emissivity and albedo, atmosphere opacity due to
dust, ground conductivity and inertia, solar flux).
All over the year, the Mars sky can be considered as a very
cold radiative heat sink (globally between -145°C and -100°C)
with small seasonal and daily variations. The Martian
atmosphere is mainly composed of CO2 at a pressure between
4 and 7mBar. At such a low-pressure level, the atmosphere
temperature decreases deeply during the night (-90°C to -100°C
depending on the season). During the day, this temperature
increases up to a maximum value of -30°C to 0°C, depending
on the seasonal solar flux value and the visible opacity due to
dust particles. The Mars ground surface is characterized by a
very low thermal inertia, a very low thermal conductivity and a
very high InfraRed (IR) emissivity. Moreover, the very low
atmosphere pressure leads to a negligible greenhouse effect on
the ground. As a consequence, the surface temperature
decreases rapidly during the night and reaches a minimum
value between -90°C and -100°C. During the day, the ground
maximum temperature computed on the InSight landing site is
between -10°C and +20°C, depending on the seasonal solar
flux and albedo value considered (between 0.2 and 0.25).

Sky$radia)ve$temperature$(°C)$

II. SEIS Thermal control description
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Figure 3: External environment sizing cases for
Sensor Head thermal control design – (top) Sky
IR temperature – (middle) 1m atmosphere
temperature – (down) Ground surface
temperature
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These external conditions are completed by two additional parameters: the wind and the dust covering effect. For
the hot sizing case, the wind is considered as null and the dust coverage on external surfaces is at a maximum. These
conditions lead to minimize external convection and maximize the absorbed solar flux. For the cold sizing case, the
wind speed is set at 11.1m/s in order to maximize the external forced convection. All external faces are considered
as pristine (i.e. no dust).
B. Constraints for the thermal control design
The first objective of the Sensor Head thermal control is to maintain the instrument into its operating and nonoperating Allowable Flight Temperature (AFT) ranges. When the instrument is switched off, it can survive to a nonoperating AFT range between -100°C and +50°C (-90°C as a minimum AFT value for the sphere). This temperature
range mainly applies before and during the deployment phase (instrument off). As soon as the instrument is
switched on, the thermal control system has to guarantee a reduced operating AFT range between -65°C and +40°C.
As a second objective, the Sensor Head thermal control has to protect the instrument from the large daily variations
of external temperature. Indeed, daily variations of the instrument temperature higher than 35°C peak to peak disturb
the science measurements.
In order to limit SEIS minimum temperature and daily variations, two ways of thermal control have been
considered: insulate the Sensor Head from the Martian environment and apply heating power. Unfortunately, the
electrical power available for thermal control is limited to 1.5W installed power. So, the Sensor Head thermal
control is mainly passive and based on insulation and thermal inertia.
In addition to these environmental constraints and technological limitations, other elements have to be
considered in the thermal design. First of all, the robotic arm deployment capabilities imply a mass limitation on the
Sensor Assembly. As a consequence, the instrument’s thermal inertia cannot be increased easily by increasing mass.
Secondly, thermal control hardware has to be compatible with the accommodation of wind and dust protection subsystems. Ideally, the same hardware should ensure the thermal, dust and wind protection. Finally, the thermal
control system shall not disturb the scientific measurement. Indeed, VBB sensors are very sensitive to any parasitic
vibration, cracking or thermoelastic effects. As a consequence, heating line control cannot be performed by
mechanical thermostats and the Sensor Assembly must be as isothermal as possible to avoid thermo-elastic effects.
Moreover, all structural elements on the seismic signal path (between ground and VBB) should be manufactured in
the same material to avoid micro sliding.
C. Sensor Assembly thermal control
The Sensor Assembly passive thermal control is mainly based on two levels of thermal insulation (see Figure 4).
The first inculation is the Wind and Thermal Shield (WTS). This structure protects the Sensor Head from wind,
dust and thermal environment. It is composed of an aluminum dome deployed over the Sensor Head on 3 feet. Even
if deployed on a rocky ground, the WTS provides good wind protection from a Kapton skirt mounted to the bottom
of the dome. In its lower part, this skirt is equipped with multiple chainmail that makes it fit the ground, even with
few centimeters diameter rocks. The WTS external coating is silicon oxide with IR emissivity between 0.15 and
0.25 and solar absorptivity in the same range (except the skirt wich is kapton coated). WTS internal coating,
including the skirt, is Vapor Deposit Aluminum (VDA) to reduce radiative heat leaks. The WTS also protects a
portion of the Mars ground around the Sensor Head. As a consequence, this volume of ground plays the role of an
additional inertia that limits the Sensor Head temperature daily variation.
The second insulation is the Remote Warm Enclosure Box (RWEB) accommodated directly on the Sensor Head.
It is composed of two Mylar sheets separated by a 2cm thick CO2 gas gap. Even if this enclosure is not completely
sealed, the motionless CO2 gas provides a good thermal insulation, because CO2 has a low thermal conductivity,
especially at low temperature. The two Mylar sheets are separated by a Mylar spacer to reduce conductive heat
leaks. Internal faces of RWEB are coated with VDA that reduces radiative heat leaks because it has an IR emissivity
lower than 0.05. The external face is covered with Kapton to reduce overheating during the deployment phase. The
LVL telescopic legs are not covered by RWEB. They are protected by additional bellows made of Kapton.
In addition to these two insulation systems, the sphere provides a third level of thermal protection for VBB
sensors, the most sensitive part of the Sensor Head. A sealed vacuum inside the sphere avoids heat leaks through the
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internal gas. Moreover, radiative parasistics are reduced by implementing to internal gold coated screens. Finally,
VBB sensors are isolated from the sphere by titanium washers.

Figure 4: SEIS Sensor Assembly main thermal control hardware overview
The thermal design team also paid particular attention to the management of other thermal parasistic heat losses.
As far as possible, Sensor Head external surfaces are gold coated to reduce radiative leaks (sphere, LVL structure,
PE, SP). Moreover, the sphere, the LVL structure, PE, SP and telescopic feet are made of titanium to reduce heat
leaks by conduction. The tether is in direct contact with the Mars surface under WTS. This accommodation allows
reducing conductive heat leaks between the Sensor Assembly and the external environment.
This passive thermal control is helped by 1.5W operational heating power provided by 3 heaters glued on the
LVL structure. This constant heating power is switched ON by a ground command during the winter season.

III. Thermal model
The Sensor Head thermal control system has been designed using a mathematical thermal model jointly
developed by CNES, Epsilon Ingénierie and SODERN. This detailed model and associated thermal analyses have
been performed using the SYSTEMA software, developed by AIRBUS DS. This complete model is built using a
nodal approach.
A. SEIS Sensor assembly
The SEIS Sensor Head detailed geometrical and thermal model (see Figure 5) is composed of 332 nodes, mainly
located in the LVL (186 nodes), the RWEB (30 nodes) and the sphere (42 nodes). Radiative heat flow rates are
computed between each surface using a ray tracing method that employes a Monte-Carlo algorithm. Moreover, the
coating of each surface is modeled by IR emissivity, solar absorptivity and specularity. These parameters are tuned
for each analysis case as a function of ageing and dust deposition. The CO2 contained under WTS is divided in 8
diffusive nodes. Thermal exchanges by gas conduction and convection are modeled between CO2 nodes and
structure, between CO2 nodes themselves and between CO2 nodes and external atmosphere through potential wind
leaks under the skirt. Gas conduction effect was modeled considering a CO2 thermal conductivity as a function of
temperature. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model was used to compute first values of natural convection
heat transfer coefficient under the WTS.
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Figure 5: Sensor Head thermal model
B. Mars Environment
As the Sensor Head thermal control performance is mainly driven by the Martian external environment, its
mathematical modeling was particularly detailed (see Figure 6).
The Mars deep sky is modeled as a boundary node with perfect black body properties and diurnal temperature
variation deduced from IR downwelling predictions.
The solar heat flux on Mars top atmosphere for each day of the year is computed by modeling the Mars orbit and
daily rotation. Crossing the atmosphere, the solar flux is divided in two components: direct and diffuse. The diffuse
flux is computed considering the atmosphere opacity due to dust particles. Moreover, the albedo flux is computed
considering a ground albedo coefficient between 0.2 and 0.25.
The Mars atmosphere is modeled as a boundary node with imposed temperature (diurnal variation). Heat transfer
coefficients “h” due to natural and forced convection with the WTS are estimated by CFD modeling. The computed
values are employed in the Sensor Head nodal model.

Figure 6: Mars external thermal environment modeling
Because of its important impact on the Sensor Head thermal behavior, the Mars ground is modeled accurately. A
ground circular section of 10m diameter and 4m depth is modeled as a solid body with 960 nodes. These nodes are
shared in the volume following a non-linear distribution along radial and axial direction. This meshing allows good
modeling accuracy for the ground section under the WTS. The 4m depth temperature is fixed at the mean Martian
temperature over the year (-55°C). The lateral cylinder is considered as adiabatic. The ground internal temperature
6
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field is computed considering conduction with a thermal conductivity of 0.04W/K, a density of 1500Kg.m -3 and a
specific heat capacity of 800J.Kg-1.K-1. Moreover, the ground surface temperature is calculated considering this
internal conduction, radiation (IR and sun), convection (based on CFD calculations) and WTS shadowing. With
such a detailed modeling of the ground, the inertia effect added by the ground section under the WTS is accurately
modeled.

IV. Thermal tests on STM
In order to consolidate the mechanical and thermal design, a Sensor Head Structural and Thermal Model (STM)
was built early in the instrument development plan. This STM has been used to perform a Thermal Balance Test
(TBT) campaign in Martian representative environment. The first objective of this test campaign was to provide a
complete experimental dataset to correlate the Sensor Head thermal model. The second objective was to improve
early in the project our knowledge of the Sensor Head thermal behavior, particularly heat leaks and natural
convection impacts.
A. Presentation of STM and test facilities
The Sensor Head STM (see Figure 7) is equipped with a sphere
STM. The sphere external shape and internal plate are similar to the
Flight Model (FM). Real VBB are replaced by representative dummy
masses. Contrary to the FM, the sphere STM is not under sealed
vacuum (holes) and is not equipped with internal or external
harnesses. The sphere STM internal and external coatings are similar
to the FM definition (gold) except for the sphere ring (titanium instead
of gold). This sphere is mounted on a STM of LVL structure. This
titanium structure has a thermal definition close to the FM except the
coating (titanium instead of gold). As the FM, it is equipped with 3
heaters for flight heating power simulation (0.9W instead of 1.5W on
the FM). One of the 3 LVL STM legs is telescopic and equipped with
a functional linear actuator quite similar to the flight one. The 2 other
legs are dummies. The 3 SP sensors are not functional but they have a
mechanical and thermal definition exactly similar to the FM. A test
heater glued on the back of each SP simulates their dissipation.
Stainless steel plates with the same mass and thermal inertia as the
FM boxes replace the 3 PE boxes. Contrary to the FM definition,
these plates are not gold coated. One test heater on each plate
simulates their dissipation. Finally, the tether is modeled by a dummy
one made of copper sheets covered with Kapton tape. This tether is
mounted on the Sensor Head through Velcro. This tether goes out of
the Sensor Head and runs on the ground under the WTS.
A RWEB STM is accommodated on the specimen. This RWEB is
similar to the FM in design, mass and materials. All coatings are also Figure 7: Sensor Head STM without
compliant with the flight configuration excepted for the external face: RWEB (up) and covered by STM
VDA on the STM and Kapton on the FM. Bellows are also RWEB (down)
accommodated on each leg.
During the test, the specimen is laid on a ground simulator (see Figure 8). In order to ease the comparison with
thermal modeling results, this ground simulates an adiabatic condition. It is composed of two horizontal aluminum
plates, black painted, and separated by insulating pods. The lower plate is equipped with regulated test heaters using
a Proportional Integral (PI) algorithm. This regulation allows a 0°C temperature difference between the two plates,
leading to an adiabatic condition on the upper plate. The bottom and sides of the ground simulator are covered with
MLI.
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Figure 8: Scheme of the adiabatic ground simulator
The Sensor Head STM is covered by a WTS simulator, made of aluminum and having dimensions similar to the
FM. Because it is very hard (or impossible) to simulate a complete Martian environment in test (wind, deep sky, sun
track over a day, atmosphere, dust…), the WTS temperature is regulated by heaters. WTS temperature profiles are
extracted from environment thermal modeling.
The overall specimen is accommodated in a 2m3 thermal vacuum chamber at CNES (Figure 9) able to provide
deep vacuum or few mBars gas Nitrogen (GN2) conditions. This chamber is equipped with radiative shrouds
providing a heat sink with a tunable temperature between -196°C and +120°C.

Figure 9: Overall specimen in the test chamber (Sensor Head, WTS, ground and MLI)
The overall STM is equipped with 58 thermocouples shared between the Sensor Head (44), the ground simulator
(6), the WTS (6) and the test harness placed under MLI (2). 7 additional 100ohms Platinum Resistance
Thermometers (PRT) are mounted inside the sphere to monitor the VBB dummies temperature. The test is driven by
14 heating lines used for equipments dissipation simulation, flight heating lines modeling and environment
simulation (ground and WTS). Notice that the WTS is driven by 6 independent heating lines in order to simulate the
daily sun track on the instrument.
The overall test is monitored by a thermal test bench developed by CNES1. This acquisition bench guaranties
measurement accuracy better than ±0.4°C for thermocouples and ±1.05°C for 100 ohms PRT sensor. In order to
confirm these values for the SEIS configuration, a test dedicated to temperature probes homogeneity has been
performed. Just before the test start-up, the STM is let during one night in the test chamber with the door at 10cm
from closed position (so at atmospheric pressure). In these conditions, the measured homogeneity is ±0.23°C on the
58 thermocouples and ±0.30°C on PRT around 20°C.
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B. Test profile and success criteria
The as-run SEIS STM thermal test temperature profile is presented on Figure 10. This test profile is composed of
11 test phases. Each phase has a dedicated objective defined to support the test’s global objectives (correlate the
thermal model and/or improve the understanding of SEIS thermal behavior). This paper only deals with the main
test phases:
• Phases 01 and 05 for radiation and conduction effects correlation in the thermal model (steady hot and
cold). The chamber is under vacuum (10-5mBar) and the WTS is regulated at -100°C (phase 1 – cold) or
+10°C (phase 5 – hot). In phase 1, the flight heating power is activated (0.9W).
• Phases 02 and 03 for internal convection and gas conduction effects correlation in the thermal model
(steady hot and cold). These phases are similar to phases 1 and 5 but with the chamber filled with GN2
at 7mBar.
• Phases 04 and 06 are similar to phases 2 and 3 but with 5W heating power on the Sensor Head. This
heating power allows increasing natural convection effects under WTS and RWEB. Measured values
are used to improve correlation on convective effects and understand natural convection flow.
• Phase 9 simulates the Mars external environment daily variation during the coldest day over the year.
The WTS temperature is regulated between -100°C and -20°C with a 24h period during 4 days. The
flight heating power is switched ON. This phase allows correlating the thermal model including the
thermal inertia phenomena.
• Phase 10 is similar to phase 9 but it simulates the warmest day other the Martian year by regulating the
WTS between -70°C and +75°C.

Figure 10: Sensor Head STM thermal profile
The SEIS Sensor Head is characterized by a very low dissipation applied to an insulated and massive system. These
characteristics lead to very small heat flow rates and very long thermal time constants. As a consequence, each
steady phase is long and the convergence level is hard to estimate with standard order of magnitudes. In this context,
the success criterion for steady state phases is based on residual energy in the system. A phase is considered as
stable when the residual transient power is smaller than 2% of the dissipated power during the 5 past hours, while
test boundary conditions are fully stabilized (see (1)).
𝑀!"# ∙ 𝐶𝑝!"# ∙
𝑃!"##"$%&'!
with

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡    < 2%                                (1)

MSTM the Sensor Head mass (without WTS) in Kg
CpSTM the Sensor Head heat capacity in J/Kg/K
dT/dt the Sensor Head mean residual temperature slope in °C/s
Pdissipated the total dissipation applied to the Sensor Head in W
9
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Based on this criterion, a steady phase is validated when the Sensor Head mean temperature has a residual slope
around 0.02°C/h during 5 past hours. Respect this condition leads to 2 to 4 days duration for each steady state phase.
Daily cycling phases (9 and 10) are successful when all the measured temperatures have a stable periodic
behavior during at least 2 consecutive periods.
C. Test limitations
The main goal of this test campaign is to provide data for thermal model correlation. Indeed, the STM thermal
test does not allow definitive validation the instrument thermal control. This approach is driven by the elements
presented below.
1. Mars environment
The Mars surface environment cannot be fully represented in a test chamber. The following list presents main
differences between the real Mars environment and test conditions:
• The martian acceleration due to gravity is 3.71m.s-2 on Mars but 9.81m.s-2 on Earth, leading to higher
natural convection in test than on Mars,
• The CO2 Mars atmosphere is replaced by GN2 at 7mBar. As a main difference, the GN2 thermal
conductivity is higher than the CO2 one (1.4 times higher +20°C and 2.4 times higher at -120°C),
• The surface wind (11.1m/s), the dust opacity due to particles in atmosphere and the sun track in the sky
over a day are not simulated in the chamber. Instead of that, all these phenomena are modeled in the
simulation, leading to a calculated WTS temperature profile. This profile is imposed on the WTS during
tests.
All these differences have been considered and corrected during the model correlation process.
2. Ground simulation
Thermal analyses show that the Mars ground under WTS has a major impact on the Sensor Head thermal
control, mainly due to ground inertia. Unfortunately, it is impossible to simulate such inertia during the test. Instead
of that, the test is performed with an adiabatic ground.
3. STM Vs. flight design
The Sensor Head STM has been manufactured early in the development plan. The following list presents the
significant differences between these two configurations.
• The sphere STM is at ambient pressure while the flight model is under vacuum conditions. Moreover,
the sphere internal conductive insulation has been modified since the STM manufacturing. Globally
speaking, the STM configuration is pessimistic on the sphere insulation capabilities.
• The STM is equipped with thermocouples and test heaters leading to significant additional heat leaks
through the harnesses.
• The STM is equipped with one linear actuator and two dummies with no thermal representativeness.
However, this difference should have a minor impact. Indeed, the expected heat flux through the feet is
negligible regarding to gas conduction and free convection effects.
• The STM tether have some significant differences with the flight definition.
The thermal model correlation has been performed taking into account these differences.

V. Thermal model correlation
The thermal model correlation in STM configuration has been performed using the following strategy:
• Step #1: the overall test configuration is modeled.
• Step #2: radiation and conduction are correlated using steady state vacuum test cases (#01 & #05).
• Step #3: gas conduction and free convection are correlated using steady state 7mBar GN2 test cases
(#02 & #03). The convection correlation is improved by correlating to the “high convection” cases (#04
& #06).
• Step #4: the thermal inertia modeling is checked using daily cycling cases (#09 & #10).
The STM test results and the correlation process conclude on next major findings:
• In the previous model, the RWEB was considered as equidistant from each part of the Sensor Head
while this distance varies from 5mm to 5cm. This modeling has been improved through correlation to
the STM test results. The test campaign also allows correlating the heat leaks through RWEB mounting
10
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•

points. Globally, the thermal insulation between RWEB internal sheet and instrument was
overerestimated by a factor 2.
Improvement of the free convection modeling. Based on the STM test results, the natural convection
modeling under the WTS has been refined.

Figure 11 presents the comparison between measurements and calculations obtained with the correlated model in
test configuration. This scheme provides the residual difference between measurements and calculations (X-axis) for
correlation cases #02 and #03 (Y-axis). This chart indicates the fraction of measured points (in %) having a
correlation level between extremes of the blue histogram. This synthesis leads to following conclusions:
• For the test phase #02, close to flight coldest conditions, 96% of the measured points have a residual
difference with computed values between -2.3°C and +1°C. As a consequence, the thermal model has
been correlated following a sizing approach (residual difference mostly negative).
• For the test phase #03, 96% of the measured points have a residual difference with computed values
between -0.6°C and +2.4°C. As in cold case, the model correlation strategy follows a sizing approach.

Figure 11: Residual differences between measured and computed temperatures (Tmodel – Tmeasured)
obtained with the correlated model (in STM test configuration)
Figure 12 illustrates the correlation level obtained in cold diurnal cycle (case #09). These two graphs compare
measurements to calculations obtained with the correlated model in STM test configuration (RWEB on the left,
Sensor Head on the right). On the RWEB, calculated temperatures are in very good agreement with measurements
during the decreasing phase (night). However, the computed RWEB external face temperature increases slowly
regarding to measurements leading to 4°C difference on the maximum value. The model is correlated on steady state
cases where WTS is always colder than the instrument. As a consequence, the model provides a good estimation of
the free convection while the WTS is colder than the Sensor Head. However, when the WTS is warmer than the
instrument, the free convection under the WTS is probably significantly different. Nevertheless, this phenomenon
has a negligible impact on the correlation accuracy on the Sensor Head (maximum difference about 1°C). Moreover,
the free convection modeling could be refined with a heat transfer coefficient depending on the temperature
difference between WTS and RWEB.

Figure 12: Comparison between measurements and calculations from the correlated model in STM test
configuration – Daily cycled cold case (#09)
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VI. Flight predictions
The flight configuration thermal model was updated with consolidated parameters from the correlation process.
This final model, and the associated Mars environment model, was used for flight predictions. This paper presents
only the next results:
• During SEIS deployment (worst case for SEIS OFF),
• During SEIS science mode, once deployed (worst case for SEIS ON).
A. Uncertainties philosophy
Each flight prediction is presented with an associated uncertainty value. This one gives an estimation of the
possible error due to modeling, test and correlation inaccuracies:
• The modeling uncertainty includes potential errors on the modeling method (conductance through
wires, convection…) and on the modeling parameters (coatings properties, dust assumptions…). In our
case, the estimation of this uncertainty is performed using sensitivity analyses. The external
environment (atmosphere, wind…) is based on a worst case approach and is not considered in this
sensitivity analysis. This uncertainty takes into account differences between test and flight
configurations.
• The test uncertainty is composed of test bias (temperature sensors calibration) and potential errors
(uncertainty on boundary conditions in test, harness heat leaks…). In our case, the Sensor Head
environment is tightly controlled (PI algorithms) and the test harness is protected by MLI with a
temperature monitoring. As a consequence, the test uncertainty is only composed of systematic errors
on temperature measurements.
• The correlation uncertainty is composed of the residual bias between computed temperatures and
measured temperatures on STM.
Based on this methodology, the uncertainty for each analysis case is computed using relation (2).
!
(∆𝑇!"#$%
)!    +    ∆𝑇!"#!  !"#$ +      ∆𝑇!"##$%&'(")  !"#$                          2

∆𝑇 =
!

!
!
! (∆𝑇!"#$% )

with

the modeling uncertainty computed as a quadratic sum of each sensitivity contribution.

∆𝑇!"#!  !"#$
the test bias on measured temperatures on the STM.
∆𝑇!"##$%&'(")  !"#$ the residual bias after model correlation.
Table 1 presents the uncertainty values used during and after deployment for both cold and hot external conditions.
The global uncertainty is mainly driven by the modeling uncertainties. The sensitivity analyses campaign identifies
3 main contributors: the VDA coatings emissivity, the gas effect under the WTS and the dust deposit effect. This last
criterion explains the +15°C uncertainty obtained for the hot case with WTS. Indeed, increase in the dust coverage
on WTS has an important impact on absorbed solar flux.
During deployment
(Non operating / without WTS)
Cold case, on Tmin
Hot case, on Tmax
!
(∆𝑇!"#$%
)!

-4°C

+4°C

Deployed on the ground
(Operating / with WTS)
Cold case, on Tmin
Hot case, on Tmax
-5°C

+15°C

!

∆𝑇!"#!  !"#$

-1°C
+1°C
-1°C
+1°C
-1°C
+1°C
-1°C
+1°C
∆𝑇!"##$%&'(")  !"#$
-6°C
+6°C
-7°C
+17°C
∆𝑻
Table 1: Uncertainty values as a function of the calculation case for Sensor Assembly elements (not applicable
to WTS and RWEB)
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B. Results for deployment phases
After the landing on Mars ground, the Sensor Head stays many days stored on the lander’s deck. Then, it is hung
in the Martian atmosphere by the deployment arm. Finally, the instrument is laid on the ground and waits for the
WTS deployment. This deployment sequence can last approximately 60 days. During this period, the Sensor Head is
switched OFF and not protected by the WTS.
1. Sizing cold case
The worst case research identifies Ls=275° as leading to the minimum nighttime environment temperature
during the deployment phase. Considering appropriate environment parameters, the environment model provides
next values for this cold sizing case:
• The atmosphere temperature (1m above the ground) is between -87°C and -12°C,
• The ground surface temperature is between -92°C and +9°C,
• The sky IR temperature is between -120 °C and -93°C,
• The deck IR temperature is between -104°C and -25°C.
Moreover, the worst cold case is obtained while SEIS is stored on the deck (radiative and conductive exchanges
with the cold deck).
In these conditions, the thermal analysis performed using the correlated model leads to results presented on
Figure 13. Blue and green bars represent the temperature excursion calculated over the day for each equipment,
respectively with and without uncertainties. Grey areas represent the “out of AFT” ranges.
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Figure 13: Temperature variation of each equipment
calculated with a cold! sizing environment during the
!
deployment phase (without WTS)
Because of its low mass, the RWEB external sheet temperature follows the environment temperature. The heat flow
rate balance shows that its thermal behaviour is mainly driven by radiative effects (deep sky and lander’s deck).
Thanks to thermal insulation and inertia, PE, SP and VBB are maintained above the non-operating minimum AFT
with approximately 5°C additional margin (except for the sphere structure which has no additional margin).
2. Sizing hot case
The maximum daytime temperature during the deployment phase is reached for Ls=232°. In these conditions,
the environment model provides next values over the day:
• The atmosphere temperature (1m above the ground) is -83°C and -5°C,
• The ground surface temperature is between -87°C and +16°C,
• The sky IR temperature is between -115 °C and -86°C,
• The deck IR temperature is between -85°C and +27°C.
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Figure 14 presents the temperatures calculated in this environment. The RWEB external sheet maximum
temperature increases from +10°C to +40°C regarding to the cold case. This increase is mainly due to the deck
maximum temperature increase associated with the dust coverage assumption. As a consequence, the Sensor Head
maximum predicted temperature is between -5°C and +7°C, far from the maximum non operating AFT.
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Figure 14: Temperature variation of each equipment
calculated with a hot !sizing environment during the
!
deployment phase (without WTS)
C. Results for operating deployed phases
After the deployment phase described before, the Sensor Head is covered by the WTS and starts its operating
phase. During this phase, the Sensor Head must be maintained in the operating AFT range, -65°C to +40°C.
Moreover, the temperature variation has to be lower than 35°C peak to peak a day to limit the thermal noise impact
on scientific measurements.
1. Sizing cold case
The sizing cases research identifies Ls=89° as the day leading to the coldest nighttime temperature over the year.
For this cold sizing day, the environment model allows calculating next values:
• The atmosphere temperature (1m above the ground) is -99°C and -32°C,
• The ground surface temperature is between -105°C and -10°C,
• The sky IR temperature is between -145 °C and -121°C,
• The deck IR temperature is between -104°C and -25°C.
During the operating phase, heating power helps the Sensor Head passive thermal control. This power line
provides 1.5W constant heating power during 44% of the Martian year (coldest period). In these conditions,
predicted temperatures for the coldest day are presented on Figure 15.
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Calculated temperature in operating cold case
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Figure 15: Temperature variation of each equipment
calculated with a cold! sizing environment during the
!
operating phase (with WTS)
Once protected by the WTS, the RWEB external sheet temperature follows a daily cycle between -75°C and
-40°C, this is twice lower than the WTS itself. Indeed, the WTS provides a first radiative and convective protection
from the external environment. Moreover, the WTS protects the ground close to SEIS, leading to an important
additional thermal inertia to the instrument’s one.
Then, by the combined effect of RWEB insulation and heating power, the instrument sensitive elements remain
above the AFT lower limit, even considering uncertainties.
2. Sizing hot case
Ls=198° is identified as the day leading to the maximum daytime temperature and maximum daily excursion
over the Martian year. This day is characterized by next values:
• The atmosphere temperature (1m above the ground) is -87°C and -3°C,
• The ground surface temperature is between -93°C and +22°C,
• The sky IR temperature is between -128 °C and -97°C,
• The deck IR temperature is between -85°C and +27°C.
The Sensor Head temperatures are computed in this external environment and with sizing environmental
parameters (maximum dust coverage, 0m/s wind, ground sizing albedo…). The obtained results are presented on
Figure 16.
The WTS temperature daily excursion is 170°C peak-to-peak for the hot case versus 80°C during the coldest day
over the year. This increase is mainly due to the maximum temperature reached by the WTS side exposed to the sun
(+83°C). Indeed, the significant dust coverage considered leads to an important absorbed heat flow rate around noon
time. However, the WTS shadow side maximum temperature is +20°C. In these conditions, the RWEB external
surface temperature has a limited daily excursion, between -55°C and 0°C.
This passive thermal control allows maintaining all the equipments at a maximum of +5°C, uncertainties
included.
Moreover, this hot case also leads to the maximum daily excursion in operating mode. The VBB calculated daily
variation is 20°C peak-to-peak a day. The uncertainty on daily variations has been computed following a dedicated
approach based on bias (test and correlation) and modeling uncertainties. These uncertainties are obtained by
sensitivity analyses showing that the VDA coating performance is the most influent parameter. Indeed, the daily
variation including uncertainties is 27°C without the VDA sensitivity and 33°C including the VDA uncertainty
effect.
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Calculated temperature in operating hot case
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Figure 16: Temperature variation of each equipment
calculated with a hot !sizing environment during the
!
operating phase (with WTS)

VII. Conclusions
This paper presented an overview of the thermal control system designed to protect the SEIS instrument from the
Martian surface environment. This thermal control is mainly passive and based on two successive insulation systems
called WTS and RWEB. This insulation is helped by 1.5W constant heating power applied on the instrument during
the coldest days of the year. This thermal control system has been designed using a mathematical model of the SEIS
instrument in the Martian environment. A particular attention was paid to the detailed modeling of each thermal
effect playing a role in the Martian environment (radiation, convection, dust, ground modeling, sun). A very
complete thermal balance test was performed on a STM of the instrument. Even if this test did not fully represent
Martian environment conditions, it allowed correlating accurately the mathematical model.
This correlated model was used to performe flight predictions. During the deployment phase, the instrument is
OFF but it is not protected by the WTS cover. During this critical phase, the instrument is particularly exposed to the
external environment but analyses show that the Sensor Head remains within its non-operating AFT range. During
the operating phase, the instrument is maintained in the operating AFT range with a predicted daily excursion
compliant with the requirement.
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